
Sophie  
& Max  

Sélection N° 2  
EXTRA Cognac 

Sophie & Max Sélection Cognac is a series of limited edition Cognacs designed 
to bring artisan producers to the attention of a wider global audience. The sales 
directly benefit the producers and help them maintain their family brands. 
A signature Cognac selected by Sophie and Max for Cognac Expert. Specially 
bottled by Domaine de Birius, Sélection No 2 is a Petite Champagne EXTRA 
Cognac with a distinct ‚pure & dry' taste profile. 

 
Limited Edition:  500 bottles  
Bottle size:   700 ml  
Abv/Vol:  40%  
Cognac Producer:  Bouyer Family, Domaine de Birius,    
   17800 Biron, France   
Master Blender: Elodie Bouyer  
Age:    EXTRA Cognac  
   Aged for three decades and longer  
Blend:    Three different vintages  
   1989, 1982 and 1975 
Growth area:  100% grapes used from Petite Champagne  

Tasting Notes &    
 Description:   Remarkable for a Cognac of its age, Selection   
   N° 2 is  characterized by its freshness and is less   
   sweet and a little more fruity than its precursor   
   Selection N° 1. With a round and elegant    
   palate,  this Cognac boasts only a touch of spice   
   and a dry finish with a hint of smoke.   
   Distinguishing flavors  include pear wine,   
   saffron, pepper, and clove.       

This extremely limited-edition Cognac evokes purity. The eaux-de-vie that 
make up the blend originate exclusively from the prime Petite Champagne 
growth area. The grape harvests, which were subsequently distilled and aged in oak, come from three select  
vintage barrels and were assembled by master blender Elodie Bouyer herself to create this extraordinary Cognac. 

Where to buy:  
Exclusive release via Cognac-Expert.com,  deep link to product page  
Retail price USA: $170              
Retail price EU: €142  
 
Social Media:  https://www.instagram.com/sophiemaxselection/  
   https://www.facebook.com/SophieMaxSelection  
Contact:   Customer service shop@cognac-expert.com  
Address:  Super SARL, Logis de Beaulieu, 16190, Poullignac, France  
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Taste Matrix Comparison Sélection N° 2 with Sélection N° 1 


